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2 LOCATION

Looking for the right location isn't
always an option. Thus, if a property
in an ideal location does not match
your price tolerance, start looking for
a viable alternatives.
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4 R ES EA R C H

The internet becomes yo
ur best friend when buyin
ga
home. Check out current
market prices and make sur
e
that you are not hoodwink
ed by savvy property agen
ts.
When it comes to buying
a home, almost everyone
wants to share their two cen
ts with you. The trick is to
not listen blindly and filter
the infor mation according
ly.
Only seek advice from ex
perts and reputable prope
rty
agents and other buyers/s
ellers in the area of your
interest. Avoid making yo
ur home-buying decision
s
based solely on market rum
ours and unproven trend
s
without first doing your ow
n due diligence.
Research is of the utmost
importance when buying
a
property. Once you have
done your research on the
type of property and locati
on, bear in mind that the
re
are hidden costs, such as
strata titles, legal fees and
stamp duties that will arise
and can be quite costly.
Therefore, if you wish to
purchase your property ea
rly,
start saving early.

Property Fairs in Penang

and Sabah

New Bob Realty

Started out in Penang in early August, the first event was the grand property fair at Queensbay Mall showcasing Tropic Suites and River Tropics respectively. And to introduce our impressive projects to the East
Malaysian market, this time the team took it all the way to Kota Kinabalu, Sabah to partake in the Property
Expo that was held at Suria Mall from 8-10 August 2014.
Both property fairs generated immense interest from the crowd - judging from the convincing large turnout
where we witnessed potential investors/buyers who flocked to our booths. Particularly during the property
expo in Sabah, we were delighted to see such promising interest from the East Malaysia market.
In the future, you'll be expecting to see more of New Bob Realty in property fairs across Malaysia to reach
out to a wider crowd. So make sure to stay tuned for more attractive property deals from us. We might be in
your home town soon!
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NB tropics

Environment and green lifestyle come first
Designed for sustainable living, River Tropics incorporates
green elements and technologies that minimize its impact on
the environment, in both short and long term. Residents are
expected to enjoy an idyllic lifestyle, minus the stress as well
as hustle and bustle of big cities. A green development that
maximizes the natural environment is always a good
investment.Nestled in Permatang Pauh, River Tropics is an
ideal place for vacation or even retirement.
Widely known for its minimal traffic congestion complete
with excellent infrastructure and amenities, Permatang Pauh
is highly potential to be an ideal resort town. It is currently
undergoing rapid transformation and bound to surprise
many in the nation. The cost of living and property prices in
Seberang Perai are also comparatively lower than other
cities such as Georgetown and Kuala Lumpur, making it a
liveable town, and far more affordable.
The facilities deck features a multi-purpose hall, gym,
children's playground, swimming pool, kid's pool, jacuzzi,
rooftop garden, garden retreat, poolside shelter, open-air
amphitheatre, outdoor room, bbq facilities, meditation room
and green piazza to promote interaction among the
residents. At 18 storeys high, River Tropics consists of 140
standard units and 8 duplex units. The build up for the
standard units range from 1,300 sq ft – 1,500 sq ft, while the
larger units known as duplex range from 2,300 sq ft – 4,113
sq ft. For any inquiries, the sales department can be
contacted at 012-412 8111 / 012-4019 577 / 016-416 8282.
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desserts
for the sweet-tooth

NB Rent-A-Car & Tours

Desserts are usually the most anticipated
part of a meal. It's hard to resist the
heavenly tasting desserts particularly
when the weather is scorching hot. What
better way to quench the thirst with a
refreshing bowl of icy dessert. Here are
five places in Penang for popular desserts
to satisfy your sweet-tooth.

1

Penang Road Famous Teowchew Chendol

It’s no surprise to see the stall being constantly surrounded by
a huge crowd on sunny afternoons to get their chendol craving
fulfilled. Located along Lebuh Keng Kwee, off Jalan Penang,
the family-run business has been in operation for almost 80
years. Today, each bowl of the tantalizing chendol is still
carefully crafted to perfection.
As one of Penang's ever famous local desserts, this interesting
recipe of shaved ice with syrup made from brown coconut
sugar complete with kidney beans and pandan-flavoured palm
flour noodles never failed to satisfy. Each bowl costs RM2.30.
Opening hours: 10am – 7.30pm daily

2

Penang Road Famous Chendol

Equally popular, the opposite stall attracts just
as much crowd – making it no2 in our hunt
for best desserts. Perfect to quench the thirst
on a sunny day, this stall varies slightly with its
recipe but tastes just as heavenly. Also located
along Lebuh Keng Kwee, the stall has been in
operation for over 40 years. Other than
devouring on a bowl of fulfilling desserts,
visitors are expected to be served with friendly
services. A bowl of cendol here costs RM2.30.
Opening hours: 10am to 6.30pm
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3 Iced Kacang at Cafe Kek Seng
Argueably the nation's favourite dessert of all time, the ice
kacang is indeed hard to beat. Widely known for it's
homemade durian ice cream as topping, this shop has been
in operation for more than 30 years. Customers have the
choice to either choose their preferred ice-cream flavour or
durian flavour. At merely RM4.80, anyone can enjoy a bowl
of shaved ice that comes with creamy corn, red beans, multilayered jelly and two scoops of ice-cream for topping.
Opening hours: 9am to 5pm daily.

4 Hock Seng Rojak
A different style but equally tempting as the other desserts, rojak is a popular local salad that
consists of fruits and vegetables covered with thick prawn paste. Often a little bit spicy, this local
favourite offers a different taste of satisfaction all together. Located along Gat Lebuh Cecil, this
stall sells one of a kind rojak which cannot be found elsewhere as the thick prawn paste is of
course, the owner's secret recipe. Apart from the fresh fruits and vegerables, it is also generously
sprinkled with dried shrimp, dried cuttle fish and uncrushed peanuts. The rojak is sold at prices
ranging from RM7 to RM14. Opening hours: 1-6pm daily.

5

The Sweet Temptations Shop House
(Sweet-i)
Situated along Jalan Nipah in a terrace
house, this outlet is a must visit place for
people who love traditional chinese
desserts. Despite serving a variety of
dishes, black sesame paste with peanutfilled glutinous rice balls is their signature
dessert. Other than that, it is also popular
for bubur cha cha, peanut paste and herbal
chicken soup. Opening hours: 3.30pm to
11pm (Daily except Friday)
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from the HR

Change Your Mindset, Change Your Destiny
leadership & personal development
with Celina Alejandro Ancel
16 August 2014
In today's challenging business environment, it's
extremely important to uphold positive and effective
communication between the employees and the
subordinates in maintaining a successful work
environment. Besides that, honing on employees personal
development skills is also equally important to shape an
effective leader. A successful leader should constantly
open to changes and willing to grow as both an authority
figure and individual.
New Bob is always aware of the significance pertaining
leadership and personal development to its employees.
Thus recently organized a training entitled “Change
Your Mindset, Change Your Destiny: Leadership and
Personal Development” to address that area. Held on
16th August 2014, the training was conducted under the
lead of a dedicated professional trainer cum speaker,
Miss Celina Alejandro Ancela from 9am until 4pm at
New Bob Centre.
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A total of 26 employees took part in the insightful training.
The topics of the training were mainly on:
i) leadership styles and team development
ii) what makes a dynamic leader
iii) colour brain communication and how to work with people with different brain colour
iv) how to empower,motivate and help team members to reframe,replace and refocus
v) the leader's personal image and positive visibility
Other than the comprehensive discussion on the topics, participants were also involved in an
interesting activity called the T-Communication Game. The five players game required the team
leader to firstly transmit the info (in symbol form) solely to the second-in-line leader. On the other
hand, the remaining three members were only allowed to exchange the info among themselves and
the second-in-line leader. At the end of the game, the leader had to guess the most commonly held
symbol circulated to test on participants' leadership qualities,communication skills and instruction
clarity.
The training was truly an insightful one, and exposed us to many new areas. In future, we hope to
have more trainings as such to instill leadership qualities in our employees. And it is important to
continuously strive harder to improve our leadership skills, and keep our skill set properly aligned
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